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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
03/11/15  

Until Dollar reverses course the bear camp retains an edge  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -2.00, SILVER -2.30, PLATINUM -3.30  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,158.75,-$2.75 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
331,025 tons +1,975 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded higher in overnight and early morning 
action as they digested yesterday's US selloff. The Japanese Nikkei traded fractionally higher overnight, with 
modest support coming from better than expected machinery orders data. China's Shanghai Composite pushed 
into a new seven day high early in the session but came under pressure in the wake of weaker than forecast 
industrial production and retail sales figures. It is possible that some of the late-day pressure in China was limited 
as softer economic data points are seen boosting the case for further easing by the PBOC. European equities 
draft support from the ECB's quantitative easing program and weaker Euro currency. The German DAX climbed 
into a fresh record high on the back of gains in automakers following a weaker Euro currency. US equity markets 
managed to stabilize yesterday's sharp losses overnight, with the March S&P 500 climbing back above the 
2050.00 level. This morning's US economic calendar is rather quiet, with some focus turning to a fresh debt talks 
between Greece and EU leadership.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Another range-down extension in gold was not surprising considering that the Dollar exploded yesterday to fresh 
highs and a host of physical commodity markets were under a wave of aggressive liquidation. With deflationary 
psychology in place, the downside failures in gold, silver and PGM prices this week were not surprising especially 
in the wake of news that mining unions in South Africa plan to submit their wage demands by the end of this 
month, which in turn gives the mining companies at least a month to consider a counter-offer. In short, inside and 
outside forces leave the bear camp in control of gold and silver prices with bearish outside market forces include 
an exploding US Dollar and significant weakness in many commodity prices which casts a deflationary cloud over 
the precious metals markets. With the gold market also seeing signs of early negotiations between South African 
miners and mining companies, even the threat of tightening supply is tamped down. It should be noted that gold 
temporarily rallied early Tuesday in the wake of the sharp washout in equities as it appeared that the exploding 
Dollar was fostering fears of a financial debacle off the Dollar action. However, until there is something more 
definitive than a simple fear of disaster from the Dollar's action, the path of least resistance looks to remain down 
in gold. From the last COT positioning report to the lows on Tuesday we project the net spec and fund long in gold 
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to still be around 100,000 contracts, and we don't see the gold market to be "mostly liquidated" until the combined 
spec and fund long is closer to 50,000 contracts.  

 

PLATINUM  
Not surprisingly, the PGM markets ranged down sharply in the face of the Dollar's explosive rally. Adding into the 
downside momentum in PGM prices is a revival of a slower than expected global economic climb-out and the fear 
of rising US rates. The World Platinum Investment Council predicted a deficit of 235,000 ounces in 2015 which is 
a much smaller deficit than the prior year and that might server to weigh on PGM prices again today. While 
palladium prices have held up better than platinum prices, both markets look to remain under pressure because of 
sagging demand views, a lack of definitive supply-side concerns and because of strong Dollar action. Even the 
threat of additional Russian sanctions has drifted off into the background of late, and that leaves PGM prices 
correlating with equities and other industrial commodity markets.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The next downside targeting in June Gold is seen at $1,143.20 and perhaps not until the November 2014 low of 
$1,134.10 if the Dollar continues to rise aggressively. Near-term downside targeting in May Silver is seen down at 
$15.45, and perhaps not until $15.29 if the Dollar continues its breakneck pace of gains. Downside targeting in 
June Palladium is seen down at $792.20.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
03/11/15  
Critical support is seen at $2.60 bears have information edge  

 

GENERAL: With the copper market performing impressively on Tuesday in the 
face of broad-based deflationary conditions and copper prices at times early this 
morning, clawing out some minor gains it would appear that copper is not as 
vulnerable to selling as precious metals and crude oil. While May Copper 
finished lower yesterday, one might have expected nearby support to be 
violated and for copper to have suffered significant technical damage like crude 
oil, equities and the PGM markets. When one adds in ongoing pressure from a rising Dollar, another moderately 
large build in daily LME copper stocks and disappointing data from China, the ability to hold above this week's 
lows suggests a real lack of conviction by the bear camp. While China stepped up and bought some copper 
concentrate on Tuesday, the outlook for industrial commodities remains negative from a currency perspective and 
also from Chinese industrial output data that left some players discouraged. The bull camp probably feels a little 
emboldened by May Copper's capacity to respect close-in consolidation support of $2.60 but unless the pattern of 
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daily LME copper stocks builds comes to an end quickly, the economic outlook toward China improves and the 
Dollar reverses course, there is no reason to expect copper to hold up against an ongoing broad-based 
deflationary liquidation conditions.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Would-be longs should hold out for more liquidation pressure before attempting to pick a bottom in copper. With 
broad-based "big picture" liquidation pressures remaining in place, aggressively adverse currency influences 
present and the Chinese economic storyline at best fairly quiet to slightly bearish, we can't argue against a near-
term slide of 5 to 7 cents. However, relatively speaking copper is showing impressive capacity to stand up to 
bearish outside market forces.  
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